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Abstract
The curvature parameter k and the density parameter omega play the dominant phenomena determining the fate of our universe. According to these two scales, the
geometry of the universe has three possibilities namely, flat, open, or closed. The flat and open universe will have continual expansion. But the closed universe will turn
around and collapse. If k is zero, the universe is flat, if it is greater than zero, it is closed and if k is less than zero the universe will be open. And if the density parameter
Omega is one (1), the universe is flat, if it is greater than one, the universe will be closed and if it is less than one, the universe is open. The main thing is that if the sum of
the interior angles of the cosmic triangles is equal to 180 degrees, the geometry of our universe is flat /Euclidean If it is less than 180 degrees, the shape of our universe
is open/ hyperbolic and if it is greater than 180 degrees it is closed/elliptic. In this short work, by applying the fundamental operations of classical algebra to the cosmic
triangles, the author attempts to prove that the shape of our universe is flat.
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m+n=v+d

PACS:

Let us formulate,

Construction

A =

Let ABC be the given triangle. On BC choose points D, E, F,
and G. Join AD, AE, AF, and AG.

B=

x + y = v + a where v is 180 degree

(1)

y+z =v+b

(2)

z+m =v=c

(3)

y–b
v -z

C=

Assuming the angles at D, E, F and G as straight angles and
adding we get that,

x–a
-y +v

Let the sum of the interior angles of triangles ABD, ADE,
AEF, AFG, and AGC be x, y, z, m, and n respectively Figure 1.

Results

(4)

v–z
m -c

D=

n–d
v -m

xv -ya –yz

+bv – vc +mz

-mn +vd = 0
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Figure 1: Cosmic Triangles.

v[ b + d +x – c] +z[ m – y] –ya – mn = 0

(5)
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v[ x +d] + y[ v – a - v - n] = 0
i.e v[ x +d] - y[ a + n] = 0
i.e v[ x +d] - = y[ a + n]

(9)

Assuming y = m and (1) – (4) gives that x +d = n + a

(10)

Applying (10) in (9) we obtain that y = v

(11)

Since v is equal to 180 degrees by (1) to (4) we have that
the sum of the interior angles of triangle ADE is equal to 180
degrees.

Discussion
The recent probes and observations of NASA’s WMAP and
ESA’s Planck spacecraft revealed that the geometry of our
universe is flat with a slight margin of error of 0.4%. But there
is no mathematical formulation and rigorous proof. The author
has published eight different proofs [1-8]. Various theories for
the end of our universe have been proposed namely, Big Freeze
or Heat Death, Big Rip, Big Crunch. Now we have turned our
focus on the cosmic topology.
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